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ABSTRACT. SeisIrŮc events with non-shearing components often occur in deep mines, 
where favourable conditions for generation of shear failures with tensile components 

are present. To represent s uch sources, seismic mOluent tensor is used, decomposed 

into an isotropic part (ISO), a compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) and a dou

ble couple (DC), and relations between these components of focal mechanism are 

studied. The ratio of S- to P-wave energy radiated from seismic event s in mines, 
on the other hand, is in many cases anomalously low, and the high P-wave energy 
tremors are expected to be generated by the sources with proIrŮnent non-double

couple components. Thus correlations of the energy ratio with the components of 
focal mechanism would provide an indication of the mode of failure in the source 
of luine trelllors frolll the energy parallleters alone. Correlations between the focal ' 

mechanisln and other source parameters are 3JSO considered. 
The focal mechanislll was available for 397 seismic events, the energy ratio for 

248 events and the other SOluce parameters for 202 events from Wujek and Ziemowit 

coalllline5, from Polkowice and Rudna copper mines in Poland, and fronl Vvestern 

Deep Levels gold mine in South Africa. 

The double-couple component of the focal mechanism forms in most cases 60·-90 
percent of the solution, except for the events ÍrOlU coal mine s where more prominent 

non-double-couple components are often observed. There is a strong negative cor
relation between the DC and ISO and DC and CLVD components, characterized by 
the correlation coefficient of -0.94 and by the slope of linear approximation of -0.50. 
A positive correlation between the CLVD and ISO cOlnponents 15 descTibed by the 

correlation coefficient equal to 0.76 and the slope of linear approximation of 0.77. A 
positive correlation between the logarith= of the S- over P-wave energy ratio and 

the DC indkator i5 also observed, and negative correlations between the logarithm 
of the energy ratio and the CLVD and ISO indicators are evident. Though the corre

lation coefřicients in aU three cases are small, not exceeding 0.5, they are significant 
with =ore than 99 % confidence. An attempt to correlate the other source parame

ters, such as stress drop and apparent stress, directly with the focal mechanism was 
not successful. The only correlatiQn which seems to be evident 15 that between the 

logarithm of the energy r atio and the logarithIn of apparent stress when consídered 
for an individual lnine, but not for the whole collection of data from different mines. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The most prominent cases of what appear to be anomalous focal mechanism", 
that is the mechanism with non-shearing components, are reported from studies 
of seismicity induced by mining . To describe such sources, seismic moment tensor 

is used which describes completely, in a first order approximation, the equivalent 
forces of a general point source. A moment tensor decomposed into an isotropic part 
(ISO), a compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) and a double couple (DC) seems 
to be  the most interesting for source studies of seismic events inclucecl by mining. 

The ISO component corresponds to a yolumetric change, the CLVD corresponds to 
a sort of uniaxial compression Ol' tension , and the DC component corresponds to 
a shear failure . Several works published recently are related to the use of moment 
tensor inversion in studies of seismic evellts induced by mining [Sato, Fujii 1989; 
Fujii, Sato 1990; Wiejacz 1991; 1992; 1995; Feignier, Young 1992; McGarr 1992; 
Gibowicz, \Viejacz 1994; Gibowicz 1995]. 

Spectral analysis of seismic waves, on the other hand, has become a standard 
technique used in studies of seismic events induced by mining. A study of the 
SOUl'ce parameters of seismic events at a coal mine in the Ruhr basin, Germany, and 
those induced by the excavation of a shaft in granite at the Underground Research 
Laboratory provide some evidence for non-double-couple events [Gibowicz et al. 
1990; 1991] . It has been found that the ratio of 5- to P-wave energy is orten 
anomalously low and the high P-wave energy events are thought to be the most 
likely candiclates for non-double-couple events. 

The investigation reported here is focused on a search on the correlations be
tween the components of fo cal mechanism and somce parameters of seismic events 
induced by mining and is an extension and further eIaboration af the previous re
sults published recently [Gibowicz 1995]. We expect to show that the high P-wave 
energy tremors are generated by the sources with prominent non-double-couple 
components, as estimated from the moment tensor solutions . If this is the case, 
then a comparatively simple calculation of P- and S-wave energy would provide 
an indication of the mode of failure in the source of mine tremors. Correlations 
between the focal mechanism and other source parameters, such as stress drop ancl 
apparent stress, are also considered. 

2. DATA 

The relevant data, the focal mechanism alone based on moment tensor inversion 

was available for 397 seismic events, the ratio of S- over P-wave energy and the 
focal mechanism were available for 248 events and the other source parameters 
and the focal mechanism were available for 202 events which occurrecl at Wujek 
and Ziemowit coal mines and Polkowice and Rudna capper mines in Poland, and 

at Western Deep Levels gold mine in South Aú'ica. The original analysis was 
performecl on digital seismic records which were available from each mine. 

The data were collected from various sources, The data from vVujek and Zie
mowit eoal mines were taken from recent publi cation [Gibowicz , Wiejacz 1994] ancl 
supplemented by a set af new observations, the data from Polkowice copper mine 
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are listed in the new report prepared for the U. S. Air Force [Gibowicz et al. 1995a], 
the data from Rudna copper mine weTe collected from the repol'ts prepared for the 
mine management [Gibowicz et al. 1994; 1995b], and the data [rom \Vestern Deep 
Levels gold mine are also elaboro,ted in the recent report [Gibowicz et al. 1995a]. 
The list of data sources and the range of moment magnitude [Hanks, Kanamori 
1979] of selected seismic events at each mine are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. List of data sources 

N ame of the mine Mine Magnitucle References I code range 

, 
[Gibowicz, '\Viejaez 1994] and new data I --

Wujek V\TJK 1.1 -2.2 

Ziemowit ZMT 1.1 -2.4 [Gibowicz, Wiejacz 1994] and new data 

Polkowice PLK 1.2 - 3.0 I [Gibowicz et al. 1995a] 

Rudna RDN 1.7 - 3.6 [Gibowicz et al. 1994; 1995b] 

Western Deep Levels 'VDL -0.2 - 3.1 [Gibowiez et al. 1995a] 

The selected seismic events occurred between J almary and July 1993 and be
tween January 1994 and May 1995 at Wujek eoal mine, between January and 
July 1993 and between Mareh alld July 1994 at Ziemowit mine, between May 1994 
and May 1995 at Polkowice copper mine, mostly in 1994 at Rudna mine, and the 
seismic events seleeted [rom Western Deep Levels are those from April 1993, which 
formed a swarm-like seismic sequence. 

AH seismic networks at Polish mines are eomposed of vertieal-component sensors 
only, exeept three stations with three-eomponent sensors at Polkowice mine. AU 
seismic stations at \iVesteru Deep Levels have three-component 8ensors. 

3. THE FOCAL MECHANISM 

The main difficulty in the moment tensor inversion for loeal seismic events is a 
proper calculation of Green's functions for geologically complex media. The sim
plest approach in the time clomain is to use directly the somce radiation formulation 
for P, SV Ol' SH waves in an homogeneous medium. This approach was used and 
is clescribecl in detail by [Wiejacz 1991] who also calculated aU moment tensor 
solut.iol1s for seleded seismic events from TWujek and Ziemowit mines [Gibowicz, 
Wiejacz 1994], induding the new set of observations, and at Polkowice ancl Rudna 
mines [Gibowicz et al. 1994; 1995a;b]. 

The inversion of moment tensors for seismic event s seleded fTom 'VVestern Deep 
Levels was performed in the interactive mode of the ISS data processillg system, 
described by [Mendech 1993]. The inversíon in the ISS system is done in the time 
domain. The input data contain the polarities of P-waves and the values of the 
spectral low-frequency level from P, S H and SV waves. 

The general moment tensor solutions were deeomposed iuto an isotropic part, a 
CLVD and a double couple. The isotropic component, in a general solution, is the 
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FIG. 1. The isotropic component versus the double couple compo
nent of the general moment tensor solution for aH selected 
seismic events. The data from different types of mines 
are marked by different symbols and the number of ob
servations (n) and the correlation coefficient (Rc) are also 
índicated. The approximation oť data  by linear regression 
is shown by a continuous line and the confidence levels 
equal to the double value of standard deviation oť a single 
observation are marked by dashed lines. 

ratio of its value to the sum oť absolute values of aH three parts in a decomposed 
moment tensor: !ts either positive or negative values denote either explosion or 
implosion. Similarly, the CLVD component is the ratio of its value to the same 
sum, and the double couple component is the ratio oťits value to the sum. The 
sign oť CLVD depends on whether the dipole is compressive or dilatational. 

The relation between the absolute values of isotropic and double couple compo
nents for aH selected seismie events is shown in Fig. 1 and for the events from eoal 
mines only is shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, the relation between the CLVD and DC 
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FIG. 2. The isotropic component versus the double couple compo
nent of the general moment tensor solution for the events 
from two coal mines. Their 1inear approximation is shown 
by a continuous line and the confidence levels are marked 
by dashed lines. 

components for a11 events is presented in Fig. 3, and between the ISO and CLVD 
components is displayed in Fig.4. The absolute norma1ized values of the source 
components are between O (or 0%) and 1 (or 100 %) of the m oment tensor solution. 
The observations from three types of mines (coal, copper, gold) are marked by 
different symbols and the number of observations and the correlation coefficients 
are a180 indicated. The approximation of data by linear regression is shown by 
a continuous line and the confidence levels equal to the double value of standard 
deviation of a single observation are marked by dashed lines. A few outliers outside 
the confidence levels are apparent in each figure. 

There is a strong negative correlation between the DC and ISOand DC and 

CLVD components, characterized by the correlation coefficient of -0.94 and by 
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FIG. 3. The CLVD component versus the double couple companent 
af the general moment tensor solution for aU seismic events. 
Their linear approximation is shown by a continuous line 
and the confidence levels are marked by dashed lines. 

the slope of linear approximation of -0.50. A positive correlation between the 
CLVD and ISO components is described by the correlation coefřicient equal to 0.76 
and the slope of linear approximation of 0.77. The correlation coefřicients and the 
slopes of linear approximation between the components of moment tensor solutions 
for seismic events from individual mines are listed in Table 2. The correlation 
coefficients between the CLVD and DC and ISO and DC components for these sets 
of data are high, whereas the correlation coefficients between the ISO and CLVD 
components from the solutions for seismic events from Polkowice and Western Deep 
Levels mines are close to zero (Table 2). This results from the highly limited range of 
values of non-shearing components, for which the correlation could not be defined. 

In general, for about 90 percent of seismic event s from the copper and gold 
mines the double couple component forms more than 60 percent of the solution. 
Similarly, for about 80 percent of these events the CLVD component i$ smaller than . 
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FW.4. The isotropic component versus the CLVD component of 
the general moment tensor solution for aH seismic events. 
Their linear approximation is shown by a continuaus line 
and the confidence limits are marked by dashed lines. 

20 percent af the solution, and for about 85 percent of the events the volumetric 
component is also 1ess than 20 percent of the general solution. The seismic events 
with large non-shearing components in their source mechanism are mostly those 
occurring at two Polish coal mines, where the CLVD and isotropic components form 
occasionally as much as 50 percent of the solution and the double couple component 
could be as small as a few percent af the source mechanism (e.g. Fig.2) . These 
relations are of similar nature at both the Wujek and Ziemowit mines, though they 
are located in di verse tectonic and geological situations. The rock mass in .Polish 
coal mines is mostly composed of sandstones. The focal mechanisms of seismíc 
events, on the other hand, induced by hard-rock mining at Polish copper mines, 
where the rock mass is dominated by strong do1omites, and at the South African 
gold mine) where strang quartzites are present) are characterized by the dominance 
of shearing components. 
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TABLE 2. Correlation coefficient Rc and the slope B of line ar 

approximation between the various components of mo

ment tensor solutions: double couple (DC), compen
sated linear vector dipole (CLVD) and isotropic com
ponent (ISO) 

Mine Number CLVD"-'DC ISO�DC ISO", CLVD 
code of obs. Rc B Rc B Rc B 
WJK 178 -0.97 -0.50 -0.97 -0.51 0.89 0.91 
ZMT 100 -0.91 -0 . 55 -0.88 -0.48 0.62 0.56 
PLK 62 -0.69 -0.45 -0.77 -0.56 (0.06) -

RDN 22 -0.92 -0.51 -0.91 -0.49 0.68 0.65 

WDL 35 -0.91 -0.81 ( -0.47) - (0.08) -

AH 397 -0.94 -0.50 -0.94 -0.50 0 .76 0.77 

TABLE 3. Correlatioll coefficient Rc with its confidence (in brac
kets) and the slope B of linear approximation between 
the logarithm of 5'- over P-wave ellergy ratio and the 
focal mechanism components (DC, CLVD, ISO) 

Mine Number DC CLVD ISO 
code of obs . Rc B Rc B Rc B 
WJK 92 0.42 (99%) 0.46 -0.37 (99%) -0.80 -0.44 (99%) -0.95 
ZMT 37 0.54 (99%) 0.54 -0.51 (99%) -0.73 -0.41 (98%) -0.87 
PLK 62 0.33 (99%) 0.82 -0.23 (90%) -0.89 -0.26 (95%) -0.88 
RDN 22 0.32 (88%) 0.77 -0.35 (90%) -1.49 -0.24 (75%) -1.07 
WDL 35 0.55 (99%) 0.95 -0.41 (98%) -0.79 -0.47 (99%) -1.96 

AH 248 0.46 (99%) 0.60 -0.48 (99%) - 1 . 15 -0.37 (99%) -0.91 

TABLE 4. Correlation coefficient with its confidence (in brackets) 
and the slope of linear approximation between the loga
rithm of 5'- over P- wave energy ratio and the logarithm 
of apparent stress 

Mine Number Correlation Slope 
code of obs. coefficient 

WJK 46 0.36 (90%) 0.28 
ZMT 37 0.36 (95%) 0.28 
PLK 62 0.47 (99%) 0.36 

RDN 22 0.60 (99%) 0.38 

WDL 35 0.30 (90%) 0.13 
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FIG. 5. Logarithm of the ratio of S-wave over P-wave energy ver
sus the double couple comporient of the general moment 
tensor salution. Their linear approximation is shown by 

a continuous line and the confidence limits are marked by 

dashed lines. 

4. THE FOCAL MECHANISM AND THE ENERGY RATIO 

The integral of the square of the ground velo city is a direct measure of the energy 
flux af P ar S waves. The energy flux, in turu, is a measure of the energy radiated in 
the P or S waves, which can be calculated from the relation derived by [Boatwright, 
Fletcher 1984]. The simplest calculation of the energy flux is done in the frequency 
domain, following the method describecl by [Snoke 1987], which is usecl here. Thus, 
the racliatecl seismic energy of P ancl S waves Wccs estimated directly from the 
integral of the square of the grouncl velo city clivided by the radiation coefficients 
corresponding to various seismic sensors at selected mines, obtained from moment 

tensor solutions. 

The correlation between the logal'ithm of the enel'gy ratio ancl the source mech

anism components is more distinct than that between the energy ratio itself and 
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FIG.6. Logarithm of the ratio af S-wave over P-wave energy ver
sus the CLVD component oť the general moment tensor 
solution. Their line ar approximation is shown by a contin
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the mechanism. The relation between the logarithm of the energy ratio and the 
double couple component for aH selected seismic events is shown in Fig. 5, between 
the ratio and the CLVD component is presented in Fig.6, and between the ratio 
and the isotropic component is displayed in Fig. 7. The approximations of data by 
linear regression are shown by continuous straight lines and the con:fidence level 
equal to the double value of standard deviation of a single observation are marked 
by dashed lines. The correlation coefficients for the three relations for aU data are 
marked in the :figures and are listed in Table 3, together with their con:fidence in 
percent, given in brackets, and the slopes of linear approximations. The correlation 
coefficients are not greater than 0.5 but they are signitlcant with more than 99 % 
con:fidence by the Fisher's z-test. In the same table the correlation coefficients and 
the slopes for the data sets from the tlye mines are also listed. The data from 
Western Deep Levels (WD L), w here three-component seismic sensors are lil use, 
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seem to be of the best qua1ity and are characterized by the highest values of the 
correlation coefticient. The correlation of data from the two copper mines (PLK 
and RDN), on the other hand, is the least reliable, with the smallest correlation 
coefticients in comparison to those from the other mines. 

5. THE FOCAL MECHANISM AND OTHER SOURCE PARAMETERS 

An attempt to correlate stress drop and apparent stress directly with the fo

cal mechanism was not successful. The only correlation which was found is that 
between the logarithm of the energy ratio and the logarithm of apparent stress 
considered for individual mines, but not for the whole collection of data from the 

nve mÍnes. 
Madariaga (1976) has demonstrated that the apparent stress is proportional to 
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l 

the dynamic stress drop, but does not represent an actual stress difference. If 
the P-wave contribution to the seismic energy and the azimuthal dependence of 
the energy flux are neglected, the Brune stress drop is a constant multiple of the 
apparent stress [Snoke 1987]. In our case, the energy of P waves is not neglected and 

the apparent stress is an independent parameter. N evertheless, from the relation 
between the logarithm of apparent stress and the logarithm of stress drop shown in 
Fig. 8 it follows that the apparent stress is about ten times smaller than the stress 
drop. The slope of linear approximation is close to one and the correlation is very 

clistinet. From Fig. 8 i t also follows that the highest stress release is o bservecl at 
Western Deep Levels ancl the lowest at Polish eoal mines, though occasionally the 
stress release at copper mines is also low. 

The eorrelation eoeffi.cients with their conficlenee levels and the slopes of linear 

approximation between the logarithm of S- over P-wave energy ratio and the 
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FIG. 9. Logarithm of the ratio of S-wave over P-wave energy ver
sus the logarithm of apparent stress for the events from 
the Wujek eoal mine (marked by open eircles) and the 
Ziemowit eoal mine (marked by x). Their linear approxi
mation for the events from the Wuj ek mine is shown by a 
eontinuous line and for the events from the Ziemowit mine 
is shown by a dashed line. 

logarithm of apparent stress for seismie events observed at the five mines are listed 
in Table 4. The eorrelation coeffieients vary between 0.30 for the WDL data and 
0.60 for the RDN data. It should be noted that the slopes of linear approximation 
are the same for the two eoal mines and again almost the same for the two eopper 
mines. The relations between the energy ratio and the apparent stress for the events 
from the coaI mines is shown in Fig. 9, for the events from the copper mines are 
displayed in Fig. 10, and for the events from the "\-VDL gold mine Ís presented in 
Fig.11. From Fig. 9 it follows that for a given apparent stress the ratio of S- over 
P-wave energy is higher at Ví/ujek mine than that at Ziemowit mine, though its 
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the Polkowice copper mine (marked by crosses) and the 
Rudna copper mine (marked by stars) . Their linear ap
proximation for the events from the Polkowice mine is 
shown by a continuous line and for the event s from the 
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increase rate w ith the apparent stress is the same at the both mines. Similarly, the 
energy ratio at Polkowice mine is higher than that at Rudna mine (Fig.lO). The 
data from aH the events and their individual approximations are shown together in 
Fig. 12. From this figure it follows that for a given apparent stress the energy ratio 
is the highest at Polkowice mine and the lowest at WDL mine. This means that 
seismic events from WDL mine are characterized by the largest energy of P waves 
in comparison with the energy of S waves. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

1 
I 

I 
1 

! 

1.5 

1. The focal mechanism of seleded seismic events from copper and gold mines 
shows that for about 90 pereent of seismic events the double couple component 

forms more than 60 percent oť the solution. Similarly, for about 80 percent oť 
seismie events the CLVD and isotropic components are smaller than 20 percent of 
the general moment tensor solution. The seismie event s with large non-shearing 

components are mostly those occurring at two Polish eoal mines) where the CLVD 
and ISO components form oeeasionally as much as 50 percent of the solution and 
where the rock mass is mostly composed of sandstones. The rock mass at Polish 

copper mines is dominated by strong dolomites, and at the vVDL gold mine strong 
quartzites are present. 
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The data from the five mines are marked by dífferent sym
bols and their linear approximations are numbered and 
shown by different line typ es. 

2. There ís a strong negative correlation between the DC and ISO and DC and 
CLVD components, characterized by the correlation coefficient of -0.94 and by the 
slope of line ar approximation of - 0 . 50 . A positive correlation between the CLVD 
and ISO components is described by the correlation coefficient of 0.76 and the slope 
of 0.77. 

3. The simple relations between the ratio of S- over P-wave energy and the 
indicators of a DC, CLVD and ISO components in the general moment tensor solu
tions seem to be valid, though the scatter of data is considerable. The correlation 
coeffi.cients in aU three cases are small, not exceeding 0.5, but they are significant 

with more than 99 % confidence by the Fisher's z-test. The data set from West
ern Deep Levels, where three-component seismic sensors are in use, is of the best 

quality and is characterized by the highest values of the correlation coefBcients. · 
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4 .  The highest stress release is observed at Western Deep Levels and the lowest at 
Polish coal mines, though occasionally the stress release at copp er mines is alsa 10w . 

The app arent stress, an indep endent source p arameter, is ab out ten times smaller 
than the stress drop . The slope of linear approximation b etween the logarithm of 
app ar ent stress and the logarithm of stress drop is dose to one and the correlation 
is very distinc t .  

5. A n  attempt to correlate stress drop a n d  app arent stress directly with the 
fo cal mechanism was not successfu l .  The only correlation whích was found is that 
between the logarithm of the energy ratio and the logarithm of apparent stress 
considered for individual mines , but not for the whole collection of data from the 

five mines . The slopes of linear approxímation are the same for the two coal mines 

and again almost the same for the two cop p er mines . For a given apparent stress 
the energy ratio is the highest at Polkowice mine and the lowest at W DL mine. 
This means that seismic events from WDL mine are characterized by the largest 
energy of P waves in comparison with the energy of S' waves . 
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